
Digitalization & RPA Specialist

담당 업무

The Digitalization and RPA Developer (Developer) will act as a process
mining specialist and RPA solutionist designing, developing, testing
bots, and supporting the implementation of the automation solutions.
Partnering with business analysts in requirements gathering,
documenting, and recording process flows. The Developer will be
expected to maintain effective communication with lines of business,
while developing meaningful solutions that increase efficiency and
reduce costs.

Develop advanced understanding of the current digitalization and RPA
implementation strategy at Continental – encompassing architecture,
design, code, documentation, production release, and best practices.
 Assist to implement the Americas digitalization and RPA strategy to
ensure other locations within region are aligned with Continental’s
overall digitalization and RPA approach.

Identify automation by reviewing existing processes & systems and
business results from those processes for process improvements.
Utilization of data mining tools to gain transparency at detailed level to
identify potential opportunities.

Collaborate with cross-functional business and technology teams to
automate process workflows by prototyping (automation feasibility),
developing, testing, and implementing RPA bots using UiPath.

Serve as the point-person for RPA issues that may arise in daily running
of UiPath processes (managing orchestrator).  Provide timely responses,
training, and solutions as required.

Responsible for assessing prioritization of automation along with
estimating efforts and timeline from start to go live for development of
bot

Implement & test RPA processes defined according to established
specifications & design. Organize reviews after each development
phase.

Track and report on the cost savings of completed RPA-based initiatives.

지원자 프로필

Basic Qualifications:

UiPath Orchestrator experience 1-3 years

Project management experience

Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science, Business or similar

직무-아이디
REF40176F

지사
Jundiaí

리더십 레벨
Leading Self

근무 유형
Hybrid Job

법률 고지
Continental do Brasil Produtos
Automotivos Ltda.



Minimum 2 years of ERP experience (Ex. Oracle, SAP (FI preferred)

Strong analytical skills/knowledge of business process along with hands-
on experience in modeling and analyzing business processes

Fluent in English

처우 조건

All your information will be kept confidential according to EEO
guidelines.

Ready to drive with Continental? Take the first step and fill in the online
application.

기업 소개

Continental Tire has been around for 150+ years, we’ve been changing
the way the world moves while making it more safe, smart, sustainable
and accessible to all. Our Fort Mill, SC location is seeking a highly self-
motivated and detail-oriented Corporate Accounting Intern to join our
Corporate Finance group! The ideal candidate has excellent
communication skills, is dependable and accountable and is in school for
the next 12 months.


